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1. A controlled Markov process with discrete time is considered. The aim of
the control is to maximize the hverage reward over one step. Two criteria are
studied" the lower limit of the average reward over one step (Criterion 1) and the
upper limit of the average reward over one step (Criterion 2).

In A. N. Shiryaev’s paper [1] a summary of theorems on the existence of
optimal and e-optimal policies, depending on the properties of the state and
control sets, was given in the form of a table. This table is presented below (for
Criteria (1) and (2)) taking into account the results of work in recent years. The
state set is denoted by X, and the control set in state x by Ax. The results of our
paper are indicated in squares III and IV ( 3).

In [5], [7] examples were cited showing that in Case III, a randomized
stationary e-optimal policy may not exist. In Case V the uniform boundedness
from above of the reward function is assumed. The proof for this case coincides
with proofs in [11] (Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 8.1). This proof is also valid for
processes which are inhomogeneous in time (see the definition in [5]). In case V
the question of existence for Criterion 2 of a nonrandomized semi-Markov
(p, e)-optimal policy is not clear.

In Case II the assumption is made that the reward functions are upper
semicontinuous, and the transition probabilities are continuous in a s Ax. In this
paper, for the proof of assertions marked by the number III, the result of [8]
(square II of the table) is extended to the case when the reward functions can take
on a value equal to -o.

In a series of papers ([5], [12]-[17], and others) sufficient conditions are
investigated for the existence of stationary optimal and e-optimal policies in Cases
II, IV, V. In 18] an example is cited showing that in Case IV there may not exist a
randomized stationary e-optimal policy.

2. A controlled Markov process (CMP) Z is defined by {X, A, qx (a ), p (z ]a )},
where X is the state set; the control set in state x is denoted by A qx(a) is the
reward received in state x with control a, and px(z[a) is the transition probability
over one step from x to z with control a, x, z s X, a s Ax. It is assumed that
X {1, 2,..., s} is finite, the sets Ax are Borel subsets of a Polish (complete
separable metric)space, the rewardlunctions qx (a and transition ]unctionsp (z la

7o
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TABLE
Summary of Theorems on the Existence of Optimal and e-Optimal Policies

Finite

Countable

Borel subset
of a Polish
space

Finite

There exists a
stationary optimal policy
[2]-[4] (also see [53, [6]).

Compact Subsets
of a Polish Space

1. There exists a
stationary e-optimal
policy [7], [8].

2. There may not exist
an optimal policy
(examples are cited in
[5], chapter 7, [7], [9]).

Borel Subsets
of a Polish Space

III
There exists a non-

randomized Markov
policy, e-optimal
simultaneously for
Criteria (1) and (2).
For this policy a limit
of the average reward
exists. The least upper
bounds of the average
rewards for Criteria (1)
and (2) coincide.

IV
1. For both criteria there may not exist an optimal policy [10].
2. For criterion (1) there may not exist a nonrandomized semi-Markov e-optimal

policy [5], Chapter 7, Example 3.
3. For both criteria there may not exist a randomized Markov e-optimal policy

5.

V
For each criterion there exists a randomized semi-Markov (p, e)-optimal policy

(see the definition in [11 ]).

are Borel in a, .,xxPx(zla) 1, and the functions qx(a) are bounded from above,
but it is allowed that they not be bounded from below and take on a value equal to
-o0. We denote A I..l

__
Ax.

An arbitrary sequence xoalxla2x2,"’, where xt_iEX, atEA,,_l,t=
1, 2,..., is called a trajectory h. The totality of probability measures zr,(Flh,-),
where 1, 2,.. , ht-1 xoaxl at-lXt-1, is called a policy zr, and F belongs
to the tr-algebra of Borel subsets Ax,_; moreover, it is assumed that, for each
F, r,(F[. is a Borel function on L- X A X. A X (2t- 1 factors).
The totality of all policies for the CMP Z is denoted by Az.

The policy 7r is called nonrandomized if for any prehistory ht_a the measure
zr,(. Ih,-x) is concentrated at one point. The policy 7r is called semi-Markov if there
exist measures zrt(" [z, x), t=2, 3," , z, xEX, such that 7rt(’lht-1)--
zrt(" Ix0, X-l). A semi-Markov policy zr is called Markov if there exist measures
zr,(. Ix), 2, 3,. ., x e X, such that zrt(" [z, x) zrt(" Ix). For a nonrandomized
Markov policy zr we denote by 7rt(x) the point at which the measure zrt(’ Ix) is
concentrated.

A nonrandomized Markov policy zr is called stationary if 7rt(x)= q(x) for
1, 2,. , x X, where q is a selector, i.e., a mapping of X into A such that

o(x)eAx. The corresponding stationary policy is also denoted by q. Each
stationary policy defines a homogeneous Markov chain on the state set X.
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For a fixed initial state Xo x, each policy zr defines a probability measure P
on the trajectory space by virtue of Ionescu Tulcea’s theorem; t(’lht_l) defines
the transition from xt-1 to at, and Px,_l(" la,) that from at to xt. We shall denote by
E the expectation calculated with respect to the measure P.

The aim of the control is to maximize the average reward over a unit of time.
This reward is evaluated by one of the two quantities

N

(1) Wx(Zr)= lim N-1E qx,_(at),
Noo t=l

N

(2) W(zr) lim N-E7 Y’. qx,_(at).
Noo t=l

We set Vx(Z)=sup{Wx(r); rehz}. For z >=0 the policy r is called e-

optimal if Wx(zr)>= Vx(Z)-e for any x eX. The variables vx(Z) and e-optimal
policy for Criterion 1 are defined similarly.

We denote px(X’la)=Y.zx,p(zla), where x X,X’X, a Ax, and px(
la) 0; moreover, we denote px(a) (p(lla), p(21a)," ", p(sla)). We set
Ax={aeAx qx(a)=-oo},xeX. Let W(r), w(zr), V(Z), v(Z) and q(o) be
s-dimensional column-vectors with coordinates Wx(zr), Wx(Zr), Vx(Z), vx(Z) and
qx(o(x)), respectively. The limit of a sequence of vectors or matrices is assumed
coordinate-wise. An inequality (equality) connecting two vectors means that the
corresponding relation is fulfilled coordinate-wise. In certain cases we shall write a
constant instead of a vector with the same coordinates.

For an arbitrary selector (stationary policy) o, let us denote by P(q) the
matrix of transition probabilities of the Markov chain defined by the selector q.
By virtue of the ergodic theorem for Markov chains, M(q) limr_, ". tN__ pt-l((0)
exists. Let mz(q), where x, z 1, 2,. , s, be elements of the matrix M(o).

In what follows, besides the CMP Z other CMP’s connected with it will be
considered. For these processes we shall retain (if not otherwise started) the
notation and definitions introduced for the CMP Z.

Everywhere in the paper an n-dimensional vector space is denoted by R n. A
Euclidean metric is always considered in R". The closure of the set B is denoted by
[B]. If f is some mapping of B into C, then we denote by Gr(B,f)=
{(b, c)" b B, c f(b)} the graph of the mapping f.

Let L (li) be a matrix of order n m, and r (r) a vector of dimension n.
We denote

i=1 ]=1 i=l

Everywhere in the paper an indeterminacy of the type 0 (-oo) is assumed to

be equal to 0.

3. Theorem 1. For any e > 0 there exists a nonrandomized Markov policy zr

such that

w(r) W(r) >- V(Z)- .
Corollary 1. The equation v(Z)= V(Z) is valid.
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For the proof of Theorem 1 one uses the following Theorem.

Theorem 2. If the sets Ax are compact, the functions qx (a) are upper semicon
tinuous in a, and the functions px (z ]a) are continuous in a, then for any e > 0 there
exists a stationary e-optimal policy.

REMARK 1. Without restricting generality, for the proof of Theorem 1 it can
be assumed that q(a)> -o for x X, a Ax.

Indeed, let us consider the sets XI {x X" A A} andX X1. For each
number k > 1 we set

Xk {x X\Xk-l" A Ax(Xk-l) I,..J A}
k X., where Ax (X’) {a A," px (X’la) > 0} for any x X, X’ c X.and Xk

Since X is finite, Xk for some k. We denote i= min {k => 1: Xk } and
X* Xi. If X X*, then vx(Z)= Vx(Z)=-oo for any x X, and consequently
Theorem 1 is true.

If X X*, for x X\X* we consider the sets A** A,\(A t.J A,(X*)). The
sets A* are measurable. From the definition of the sets A* it follows that
p. (X*la) 0 for x X\X*, a A*. We shall consider the CMP Z* defined by the
set {X\X*,A*, q,(a),px(z\a)}. Then, as is easy to see, Vx(Z)= Vx(Z*) and
vx (Z) v, (Z*) for x X\X*. If x X*, then v, (Z) V, (Z) -oo. For x X\X*
and a A* the functions qx(a)>-oo. From the validity of Theorem 1 for the
CMP Z* follows its validity for the CMP Z.

REMARK 2 In [8], Theorem 2 was proved for the case when qx(a)>-.
However, in the proof of Theorem 1 for the case q (a) > -o, Theorem 2 is used in
a sharpened form, when q(a)-- is admissible.

REMARK 3. If the CMP satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2, then the sets

A* formed on the basis of Remark 1 may not be compact. If the control sets are
not compact, then Theorem 2 is not true ([5], Chapter 7, Example 2, or [7],
Example 1). Therefore Theorem 2 does not follow from Remark 1 and the
corresponding assertion for the case when q(a)>-o. Let us consider the
CMP Z’ defined by {X\X*, [A*], q,(a), px(zla)}. Since the functions px(zla) are
continuous in a, px(X*la)=O for x X\X*, a [A*]. As in Remark 1 it is
deduced that if Theorem 2 is true for the CMP Z’, then it is also true for the
CMP Z. Therefore, not restricting generality, for the proof of Theorem 2 it can be
assumed that the condition A, [Ax\Ax], x X, is fulfilled.

Let us prove Theorem 1, assuming that Theorem 2 is true.

Lemma 1. (A) Let Pi be stochastic matrices of order s xs, and ri=

(r, r2, rs) be s-dimensional column-vectors, i= 1, 2. Then IIPr-Prll<-_
gllel ell / sllr- r2ll, where g max {Irl [" 1 =< x _-< s}.

(B) Let Pi be stochastic matrices of order s x s, 1, 2, 3, 4. Then

IIP P2- P3P411 lIP1 e ll / slle=- Pal1.
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PROOF. We denote by p ixz elements of the matrix Pi, x, z 1, 2,. ., s. Since
P1r P2r2 P1 r P2r + P2r P2r2,

[Ielr-e2rall=
x=l

2 21Pxzr Pxzr
z=l

<-_ . I(P:z-pxz)rlzl+ . Irz-r2zl . p2z
x=l z=l z=l x=l

2<-K IPz Pxzl+s .
x=l z=l z=l

KIIP P]I / sll / Silt rll.
The proof is similar in Case (B).

Let the CMP 2 be given by {X, x, 4x(a),/(zla)}, and let the control sets,
reward functions and transition functions satisfy the assumptions of 2.

The CMP’s Z and Z are isomorphic if, for each x e X, there exists a
one-to-one Borel mapping 0x of the set Ax onto Ax such that the inverse mapping
is Borel, (ZlOx(a))=p(zla) and x(Ox(a))=qx(a), where z X, a A.

Lemma 2. For the CMP Zthere exists an isomorphic CMP Zsuch that the sets
[] are compact and the functions (zla) are uniformly continuous in a

PROOF. For any Borel subset of a Polish space there exists a one-to-one
Borel mapping into the closed interval [0, 1 ], and moreover the inverse m,apping is
also Borel (for example, see [5], Appendix 3, or [12], Lemma 1.1). Let O be such
a mapping ofA into [0, 1], x X. We denote Gx O(A). The sets Gx are Borel
subsets of the closed interval [0, 1].

We define the mapping p’x (g)= p(- (g)), vhere x eX, g e Gx. We consider
the sets Ux Gr (Gx, p’x), x e X. Since p’, (g) e R , we have Ux R s+l. Let ] be the
mapping projecting R+ R x R onto R . We denote ], ], where x e X. The
one-to-one mapping ],’ Ux - Gx are Borel (for example, see [5], Appendix 2, 1).
Hence the U, are Borel subsets of R+, x e X. Since a one-to-one projection of a
Borel set is a Borel set, ]- is a Borel mapping of G, onto U,, where x e X.
Consequently, Ox(a) =]- (x(a)) are one-to-one Borel mappings of Ax onto Ux,
and moreover the inverse mappings are also Borel.

On the sets U, let us define the functions 4x(U)= q,(O- (u)) and ,,(zlu)=
p,(zlO-(u)), where x, zeX, ue Ux. We consider the CMP defined by
{X, U,, gb,(u), x(ZlU)}. The CMP’s Z and are isomorphic. Each element u e U,
represents an (s + 1)-dimensional vector (](u),/.(llu),/.(21u),’’ ", t.(slu)).
Since ]/ (z ]u) -/x (z lu’)l -< p (u, u’), where p is the Euclidean metric in R
X, u, u’ e U, the functions x(ZlU) are uniformly continuous in u. The sets U are
bounded, and therefore the Ux] are compact. The lemma is proved.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. It follows from Lemma 2 that without loss of
generality, the sets fAx] can be assumed compact, while the functions px(zla) are
uniformly continuous in a. In view of the uniform continuity of the functions
p (z la), lima-.a, p (z la) exists for any a’ e fAx ]. By continuity we shall extend the
functions p(zla) from A to [A], x, z e X.
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Let us consider the sets [Gr(Ax, qx)] and functions q’,(a)=
sup{q: (a, q) [Gr (Ax, qx)]}, defined for a [A,,],x X. The functions q’,(a) are
upper semicontinuous. Since the functions q,,(a) are bounded from above, q’,,(a) is
also bounded from above. The functions qx (a) are not bounded from below, and
therefore it is possible that q’,,(a)=- for some a [A,]\A,.

We consider the CMP Z’ defined by the set {X, (A], q’(a), p,,(z[a)}. Since
q’(a)>=qx(a) for aA and [A,,]=A,,,xX, we have V(Z’)>= V(Z). By virtue
of Theorem 2, for the CMP Z’ there exists a stationary e-optimal policy for any
e > 0. We shall fix e > 0. Let q be a stationary e/2-optimal policy for the CMP Z’;
then

(3) W() >- V(Z’)- e/2 >= V(Z)- e/2.

From the e/2-optimality of the policy q, it follows that q’,,(o(x))>-, x X.
We denote by Fx (,rr, N) the expected total reward over N steps with policy

and initial state x"

N

F,(’,’r, N)=E E
t=l

Let F(-, N) be an s-dimensional column-vector with coordinates F, (Tr, N). Then

N

(4) F(q,N)= Z pt-l(q)q,(q).
t=l

We consider a sequence of selectors on, n 1, 2,..., such that

(i) q. (x) q (x) and q. (x) e A, where x e X,
(ii) Iq(q.(x))-q’(q(x))l<-e/s2"+, where x eX,

(iii) Ilpx(q.(x))-px(q(x))[[<=e/KsZ2"+1, wkere x eX, K =max {[q’(q(x))]"
xeX}.

Let rr ’, k =0, 1,..., be a sequence of nonrandomized Markov policies:
(x) qt+, (x) where 1, 2 x e X. Then

(5) F(rk, N)= I-I P(q.+k) q(q,+),
t=l n=l

the first term of this sum being equal to q(q91+k).
From condition (iii) we have From Lemma

1 (B) it follows that for >= 2

(6) pt-a(q)_ P(qn+, <= se/Ks2"+’+ <-- e/K2’+.
n=l n=l

From condition (ii) we have

(7) Ilq’(0)- q(0,+)ll e/s2t+’+l.
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From (4)-(7) and Lemma 1 (A) it follows that, for x e X and N> 1,

]Fx (q, N)-F(r t’, N)] I[F(q, N)- F(cr t’,

N
_-< (N- 1)e/2k+a + Y e/2

t=l

<_Ne/2’+1.
Let us divide the latter inequality by N and pass to the limit in it. We obtain that
for x X

k) +1 k(8) IWx(Zr Wx(()l <- el2 IWx(zr )- Wx(q)l <= e/2+a.
Since Wx (q)= wx(q) by virtue of the ergodic theorem for Markov chains,

(9) W(zr w(zr k <- e/2.
For k 0, we have, from (8) and (3),

W(zr) >- w(zr) >- w(()- el2 W(()- el2 >-_ V(Z)- e.

We now show that W(zr) w (zr). Let Wx (r) wx (r) y > 0 for some x e X.
We choose a number k -> 1 such that e/2 < y. Then we have

W(r) lim N-1 I-I P(qn) q(qt)
N-oo t=l n=l

(10)

lim N- ., P(q,,) q(qt)
Noo t=k+l n=l

(k )lim 1-[ P(q,,) N-F(’n"t’, N- k)
N-oo n=l

It is proved similarly that

--<(nII=a P((n))W(cr’)"
(11) w (r) -> P((,,) w (’’).

Since the product of stochastic matrices is a stochastic matrix, it follows from
(9)-(11) that

W(zr)-w(zr)<--( II P((cn))(W(cr)-w(crk))<-e/2<Y
n=l

and W(zr) w (r). The theorem is proved.
4. Let us turn to the proof of Theorem 2. In so doing we shall assume that

Ax [Ax\A] (see Remark 3).
For n 1, 2,... we shall consider the functions q(")(a)’x q(")(a)=qx(a)x if

qx(a) > -oe, and q(x") (a) -n if qx(a) -o0, where x X, a Ax.
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Let Zt" be the CMP defined by {X, A,, q(2)(a), p,(zla)}. We denote

N
(n) (a,).W")(Tr)= lim N-1E

N--,oo t=l

For an arbitrary selector q we denote by X the set of recurring states of the
Markov chain defined by the selector

The validity of Theorem 2 follows from Lemmas 3 and 4.

Lemma 3. Let qx (a) > -o for x Xand a Ax. Then for each pair q, , where
is a selector and > 0 is a constant, one can find a /> 0 such that for an arbitrary

selector q’ satisfying the conditions" (i) ’(x)= (x) for x X, (ii)Ilpx(q(x))-
p,(q’(x))]]<= y for x X\X, the inequality W(q)>= Wx()-6 holds for x X.

Lemma 4. If the assumptions of Theorem 2 are fulfilled andA [Ax\A]for
x X, then for each 6>0 there exists for some n a selector such that
V,(Z)-6 for x Xand qx ((x)) > -o for xX.

We shall show that Theorem 2 follows from Lemmas 3 and 4. In Lemmas 3
and 4 let us set 6 e/2, and let be the selector whose existence is asserted in
Lemma 4. If qz(q(z))>- for any zX\X, then Wx(q)=W’)()>=
Vx(Z)-e/2, where x eX. If qx((x))=- for some x eX\X, then for the
CMP Z(n) we choose a selector ’ satisfying conditions (i), (ii) of Lemma 3. From
the equation Ax =[Ax\A] and the continuity of the functions px(Zla) in a, it
follows that the selector q’ can be chosen such that qx(q’(x)) > -oc for x X\X.
Since qx(q’(x)) > -,

Wx (q’) W (q’) >= W’ (q) e/2 >- Vx (z) e,

for x X. Hence q’ is a stationary e-optimal policy.
Let 0 be the instant of first falling into the set X*. We agree that formally

x_ e; X. Then

0 min {t _>- 0: xt X, xt- X}.

Lemma 5. If, for some selector o, qx (c (x))>-m for any x X\X, then

w()= Y (xo= z)Wz(), x eX.
zeX

PROOF. This follows directly from the definition of W,(q) and the ergodic
theorem for Markov chains.

PROOF OF LEMMA 3. If X e X, then W, (q) Wx (q’) by virtue of condition
(i). Let the selector q define a Markov chain with non-recurring states. If 0,
thenX X and the lemma is true. Without loss of generality, we can assume that
the states of the chain have been numbered in such a way that X\X=
{1, 2,. , l}, X {1 + 1, + 2,. , s}. Let O(q) be the matrix of transition
probabilities between non-recurring states, and R(q) the matrix of transition
probabilities from non-recurring to recurring states of a Markov chain defined by
the selector q. The elements of these matrices are equal to Oz(q)=
x, z 1, 2,. ., l, and Rz (q)- px((Z +/)[q(x)), x 1, 2,..., I, z
1, 2,..., s-l. Let T(q) be a matrix of order l (s-l) with elements Tx()
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p,(xo z +/), where x 1, 2,. ., l, z 1, 2, , s 1. According to [19],

(12) T() (I- Q())-AR (),

where I is the identity matrix of order x I.
We set K=max {I w()l: x xl and ,l=min{p,(z[(c(x))>O; x X\X’,

z X}.
Let the selector o’ satisfy conditions (i), (ii) of Lemma for 0 < , < ,/. Then

p(zl,c’(x)) p(zlq(x)) for x e X, z X, and if
X, then p,(zlq’(x))> 0. Hence it follows that X* X*

In view of (12) and the continuity of the functions p,(zla) in a, one can choose
y, 0<,/<yx, such that IIT(q)-T(q’)II<-/(K+I). Since W,(q)= W,(q’) for
x e X*, it follows from Lemma 5 that W, (q)- W, (q’)] _-< 8, x X. The lemma is
proved.

PROOF OF LEMMA 4. Since A, [A,\A], there exists, for each x e X, a
control a A, such that q, (a) > -oo. Hence V, (Z) > -, x e X. We fix 6 > 0.

For each CMP Z(") according to [8], Theorem 4, for any e > 0 there exists a
stationary e-optimalpolicy n. Wesete =/2and .Sinceq(n(a)>q,(a),
we have V,(Z() >- V,(Z) for x X. Consequently, the inequalities

(13)

are valid.
Let us choose a sequence r/k such that" (i) the sequences qnk (x) converge for

each x e X; (ii) the Markov chains defined by the selectors Cnk decompose the set
X into the same ergodic classes and nonrecurring states. Let 0,(x) q’(x), x e X,
and X1, X2,’’’, X be the ergodic classes of the Markov chains defined by the

X. From the continuity of the functions p, (z a) inselectors ,. ThenXnk U
a A, it follows that p(Xi[, (x)) px(Xil’(x)) 1 for x Xi, 1, 2,. ., I.

We denote A’x={’(x)}U{,(x),k=l,2,...},xX. We consider the
(n) (n)CMP’sZ ,i=l 2,... l,n=l 2 definedby{X,A’ q (a),px(zla)}.

Let us fix an arbitrary i, 1 N N I. For each number n 1, 2,. we consider
7(n)the sequence of selectors , for the CMPi where ,(x) (x) for x X.

From Theorem 1 in [8] it follows that for each n 1,2,... there exists a
non-empty set of states X7 cX such that" (i) X7 is an ergodic class of the Markov
chain defined by the selector ’, (ii) w() (’) lim. W(2 () for x 6 Xi.
Since, for an arbitrary selector , W’) ()> w("’’) () for n’ < n"

(14) W(2 (’)N lim W"(n) V,(Z)-8/2>-m

for x eXT, n 1, 2,....
Let us choose a sequence n in such a way that the sets X coincide. We

denote X7 X. Then, for x X,

(15) E mx(’)q"? ( (z)) x ( Vx(Z) 6/2 >-.
zX

(The variables mx(’) were defined in 2.) Since m(’)> 0 for x, z X and

n as j, it follows from (15) that q(’(x))>- for xX. Hence
qx(’(x))=q")(’(x)) and Wx(’) W (’) for x X, n 1, 2,.... From the
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latter equation and (14) it follows that one can choose an integer Ni such that if
nk >= Ni, then for x X*

(16)

X* Then qx(q’(x))>-oo for x eWe denote N’= maxl__<i_<_/Ni, X* I1 i=1
X*. Let us choose an n of the sequence nk such that n -> N’. We define the selector
e Az: q (x) q’(x) if x e X*, and q (x) qn (x) if x X\X*. Since there does not

exist a non-empty setX’ = X\X* such that p,(X’lq(x)) p,,(X’lw,,(x)) 1 for any
x e X’, we conclude that X* X.

From inequality (16) and Lemma 6 in [8], applied to the CMP Z(n), it follows
that W()(q)-> W’(,,)-6/2 for x eX. From (13) it follows that W(;)(q) >-

Vx (Z)- 6 for x e X. The lemma is proved.

5. We shall give an example of a CMP with a countable number of states and
finite control sets, for which for some e > 0 there is no (randomized) Markov
e-optimal policy. If the states yo, y l, Zo, Zl are removed from this example, then
we obtain Example 3 in Chapter 7 of [5].

The setX consists of a state x and two sequences of states {yo, yl, y2, "} and
{Zo, Zl, z2," "}. The states {yo, yl,’" "} and {Zo, Zl," "} have one control each.
From the states yi, 1, 2, , the process passes deterministically into the state
yi/l, and from the zi, 1, 2,. ., into Zi+l. From the state yo, the process passes
into x with probability 1/2 and into y with probability 1/2, and from Zo into x with
probability 1/2 and into Zl with probability . In x there are two controls b and c,
transferring the process deterministically into y2 and z2, respectively. In all states
except x, we denote qz,=qz,(a) and q,,=qy,(a),i=O, 1,.... The reward
functions are equal to q,,(b) qx(C) qyi qz, O, O, 1,

qyi ----qzi

-1 for 2<- <
1 for i1 < i2,

-1 for i2 <i < i3,
1 for i3 < i4,

Moreover, the sequence 1 < il < i2 <’ increases so rapidly that -"k=l ik o(i,,/1)
as n - oe. Then

N N

lim N-1 qy, lim N-1 qz, =-1.
N-o =2 N i=2

Let zr be a Markov policy and 7r2(blx)--ce. Then
N

Wyo(Tr)= lim N- Z [(1/2+-a)qy,+1/2(1-a)qz,]
N-o =2

N

lim N-1 aqy, =--ce
Noc =2

and Wzo(Tr) a 1. For the semi-Markov policy tr’ tr2(b]zo, x) 1, O’2(C[yo, X)
1, we have Wyo(tr)- Wo(O-)= 0.
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Let us choose 0< e < 1/2. No Markov policy 7r can be an e-optimal one
simultaneously for the initial states y0 and Zo. Similarly, one can see that for this
CMP there are also no Markov e-optimal policies for 0 < e < 1/2 for Criterion 2.

6. In [20] it was proved that if the setX is finite, the sets Ax are arbitrary, and
the reward functions are bounded, then for any e > 0 there exists a stationary
policy which is e-optimal in the class of stationary policies. This fact is also valid
when the reward functions are bounded from above. Let us prove this assertion.
We choose e > 0. Let px be a selector such that Wx(x) >- sup Wx (q)-e. We
consider the sets A’z {X(z): x 1, 2,. , s}, z X, and the CMP Z’ defined by
{X,A’,q(a),px(zla)}. Since the sets A’x are finite, according to [2], for the
CMPZ’ there exists a stationary optimal policy q3" Wx()>-W(px) >-

sup Wx (q) e, x X.
Let the assumptions of 2 be fulfilled. The Markov policy 7r is called

randomized stationary if 7rt(" Ix) 7r(. Ix), 1, 2,. , x e X. From Howard’s
refinement procedure (cf. [21]) it follows that, for any randomized stationary
policy zr, there exists a stationary policy such that W(0) >- W(Tr). Therefore the
following theorem is valid under the assumptions of 2.

Theorem 3. For any e > 0 there exists a stationary policy which is e-optimal in
the class of randomized stationary policies.

Received by the editors
August 24, 1978
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